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Hood Girls Do It Better "The Hood Girls A-Z Guide To Achievement" is a memoir and helpful
information. Epiphany Kendell made a decision to write this guideline when she saw that young
women in her community were lost and going right through tough situations that she herself
offers been through. She manuals them through situations and help those who haven't
experienced situations prevent them. When young women were looking for guidance she
decided to write a guidebook showing them they aren't the only ones going through tough times
and situations as young women.
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Honest I read this reserve in 1 day, actually a few hours! Epiphany Kendell's interpretation of
developing up in the Hood is certainly actual, honest and inspiring. This book can be an
motivation for all ladies, not only hood girls. MOST OF US are Hood Ladies in one way or
another, we all proceed through "it".! Continue steadily to shine on and inspire our women. Most
young girls don't realize that self love is one of the most important parts of developing, living.
When you don't like yourself you seek like from others, material points, situations - love yourself
initial! Miss Epiphany talks about this and even offers a self like contract - brilliant! Honest I think
it's very creative the way the author gives advice in an A-Z format, it creates the book very easy to
read and in addition turns it into a reference information where you can go back to any
particular section when needed. Highly recommended. I already intend to purchase two more
one for my sister and one for my cousin.it's relatable, easy to read, and insightful! Five Stars I
definitely live this book Inspiring !! As a young adult growing up in the internal city wanting to
gain a profession in the political/corporate arena I frequently sensed out of place by those that
did not grow up within the same circumstances. This book has given me the self-confidence and
reassurance that despite what I come from I can excel.. I am sure to get this book for good
friends and family, this book has accurate gems which I know many young females can study
from. I could relate with some of the things that she was stating in the book... This is far the best
book I've read all year. Must state that every young female should read, it includes a lot of life
lessons and personal knowledge from the center. The writer takes her own existence and devote
terms and terms for any and everyone to understand and to know very well what she is saying is
true. And to share so many personal encounters with . This author did not do this, she took her
personal life and personal knowledge and shared with her readers.As a young minority who was
raised in the same projects as the author and who was in the foster care system growing up, I
came across the book to be extremely inspirational and encouraging if you ask me. And to share
therefore many personal encounters with the globe is BIG!. This book was well written !!! This
book is a good read for young women who need a role model to look up to... Helpful information
for all girls This book was perfectly written. I am a genuine testament that "hood young ladies do
it better". Personal and Insightful I had the enjoyment of ending up in Ms.!.. Direct, honest and
written from the heart this is a hard hitting life manual that speaks to all or any of us, no matter
our gender or socioeconomic situation... Can't wait to discover what else is in store from
Epiphany!.. I recommend this reserve to all young girls! I would definitely recommend this
reserve as a guide for just about any young lady from the hood, or any teen generally who needs
some motivation.!! Honesty and Inspiration The author takes her own vivid lifestyle experiences
as a young girl growing up in the inner city and dishes out sage advice and musings on a range of
topics relevant to young women living in equivalent situations.The only fault I came across with
the book was the grammatical errors but the actual content was so good that I overlooked it lol.
Ms Kendell's message of self-belief, self-respect and focus on achieving goals resonates strongly,
particularly as you can see how she switched those traits into success for herself and anyone
scanning this book should find motivation and wisdom well beyond this youthful author's years.
She uses her personal life as an example and you may tell that she actually is genuine in wanting
young women to value themselves and create an effective life and future.. Epiphany Kendell at
among her events where she shared some stories of her motivation of writing this reserve and
some of the things she's experienced. I am surprised at the woman she has transitioned into and
I am wanting to read and take down notes on "Hood Young ladies Perform It Better" to make use
of her tips and methods as tools on my street to achievement!! I hate reading books that authors
write merely to sound great and appealing to the readers. Loved it!. You are simply amazing! I



would and can buy this book for friends and family. The best chapter is Love/Personal Love. So a
lot of "US" are afraid to explore and speak about these moments. Regardless of the age, it take
bravery and confidence to write a reserve as such. I am thrilled and wish you the best!a few of
the chapters even hit home for me and I came across that amazing.! Currently waiting on book
start number two! The Perfect Book To Read I love the publication and all young girls should
read this reserve. Epiphany proves that everyone is not perfect and that she admits to her flaws.
Should be times magazine best reserve of the year. I love her honesty and openness with her
experiences and her advise to help another girl from making the same mistakes I would
recommend that all young women read this reserve!the writer definitely covered all of the
conditions that most teens consider and was brave enough to start about her own experiences. I
rated this publication five stars as the publication touches on stage that happens to young girls
everyday.- Yolanda Danae' You are simply just amazing! I completely LOVED it! Today at 42 years
older, I wish my 18 year old personal had a book like this to refer to, but that is what life is
approximately living and learning.
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